
About Exit & Retirement Strategies

A Team Effort Is The Differentiator

How Everplans Fits Into Their World

When Exit & Retirement Strategies, Inc. (ERSI) was founded by Stephen Brubaker’s father in the early 70’s they
were focused on providing insurance. Making the transformation into a firm that offers full wealth management
isn’t easy for most places, but ERSI made it a reality. 

Stephen CFP®, AIF®, CLU® and fellow Wealth Management Advisor Jennifer Kast, AIF®, sat with Everplans for an
Advisor Spotlight to shed light on their practice, its focus on planning, and how they’re ushering ERSI into the
future.

When Stephen came into ERSI in the ‘90s, he attended all of his father’s meetings. Having multiple people in
meetings obviously drives up the cost per client for them, but it became the standard they still practice to this
day, and Stephen considers this a key differentiator of their firm. 

The most prudent reason is for liability, and to avoid any possible conflicts in the future. However, there’s an
even greater benefit at stake: Creating multiple trustpoints throughout the entire firm. “We want clients to be
comfortable with anyone here” he says. “We take vacations. I’m at my kids’ activities. If a client calls with an
urgent matter and someone is here they’ve met with over the years, it makes the conversation or handoff a lot
simpler.”

Exit & Retirement Strategies had used a vault tool in the past which, in Stephen’s words, “only checked the ‘we
offer a digital vault’ box.” It was basically one folder, where they’d throw everything in, which was difficult to
manage and lacked guidance. When ERSI took a step back and decided they wanted to provide the best tool
to their clients, they chose Everplans. 

“Everplans offers a wealth of information regarding the stuff that's really, really important to someone going
through a tough time,” Stephen explains. “It’s comprehensive in nature and really well laid out for someone to go
through and add as much or as little as they want.”

The catalyst occurred when ERSI had a client pass away unexpectedly. It was a nightmare. They had no problem
managing the financial aspects of the estate, but other key pieces of information were lost in the shuffle.
“Everplans ensures important information isn’t lost in a void, forcing the family, or my team, to spend time and
resources locating things that might not be easy to find.”
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How Everplans Helps ERSI Grow Its Business

In Conclusion

"When it comes to Everplans, we've gotten our money's worth.”

From a business perspective, “Deputies” -- the person or people with whom an Everplan is shared -- have
proven extremely valuable. “The Deputy aspect has become the main focuses when we're talking about
Everplans,” Stephen explains. “We ask, ‘Who in your circle would you be eyeing as a Deputy?’ It brings up the
conversation of which children, other family member, or trustees they rely on the most. From there, ERSI used
the process of building an Everplan to facilitate a family meeting and connect with the next generation. “It
creates an organic meet and greet with the children or family members” says Jennifer. “It's now a warm
introduction instead of just out of the blue or during a crisis.” 

The Deputy functionality also becomes a nice segue into discussing: ‘Who else in your circle should we know
about?’" says Jennifer. “Once a Deputy starts poking around an Everplans they see our branding, understand the
level of service we provide, and know who to contact for their own Everplans.” Stephen also shares how a
number of clients have requested an Everplan for a friend or colleague. Since Everplans offers unlimited users,
Stephen considers this a great way to get referrals. 

According to Stephen, Everplans has brought in referrals in other ways as well. ERSI won a multimillion dollar
account from a wirehouse because the children didn’t like their parent’s advisor. When they were brought in for
the pitch, Stephen introduced the entire family to Everplans, which showed the children that they were providing
value beyond the portfolio, and demonstrated a long-term commitment to them.

In addition to all of their clients getting a financial plan, Everplans is one of the other valuable services
being provided. For ERSI, the cost of Everplans is also shared with clients in the form of a financial
planning fee. “Fees are under a lot of pressure, we’re trying to combat lowering fees by adding value ,”
says Stephen. 

How Everplans Helps ERSI Retain Its Clients

“When meeting with a new person, they may know of
10 other advisors competing for their business.
Everplans is something that shows we care more.  
It's something clients haven't seen before. When a
client fills out their Everplan, we're pretty comfortable
we're going to retain them.”

“As sad as it is to lose a client, when one passes away it
requires a lot more of our time.” While the estate is being
settled, this presents a chance to retain money that the family
isn’t aware of yet. By showing their clients how they provide
services beyond asset management, they now have the best
chance of keeping those assets in their firm. 

Everplans helps with onboarding new clients, as well as
reconnecting with established ones:

Key Takeaways

55%  of invited clients activated their
Everplan

 27%  of clients added a  Deputy
- creating a warm introduction to the
next generation  

 Of clients who added a  Deputy , on
average   1.8 deputies  were added 

Generates referrals to family, friends,
and colleagues 

Deepens relationship between client
and multiple advisors at the firm

Increases client retention

Selected over other vault tools as 
"best-in-class" solution

Learn more at Everplans.com/professional


